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Value or Growth?

Investors love to talk about the merits of value and growth stocks. “When will value stocks

enter an upward phase?” “Big waves of buying have come to value stocks.” “When will

this uptrend end?” “Value stocks are not worth investing in.” We hear these questions or

comments from time to time. The value or growth stocks debate is a universal topic for

investors.

One reason why that investors warm to this topic might be ambiguity of definitions.

Investors tend to get excited about the discussion on value stocks because views on or

definitions of value stocks tend to differ from one person to another. Despite this

ambiguity, we should define “value” clearly when you make a commitment to investments

in value stocks.

We can define a “value stock” in many ways: namely stocks with low P/B (price/book)

ratios, those with low P/E (price/earnings) ratios, those with low earnings growth rates,

those with high dividend yields and so on. And even if we chose the P/E ratio as a metric,

there are no routine way to adjust tax rates, dilution or net cash flows in calculating

earnings per share (EPS). Here in this report, I use Russell/Nomura indices, which adopts

PBR as a metric to distinguish value stocks from growth ones, takes into account

unrealised profits/losses on securities and unrecognised retirement benefit obligations but

excludes unrealised landholding profits/losses and goodwill.

Now when is the optimal timing to invest in domestic value stocks? My answer is during a

period when the domestic leading indicators are bottoming out. As far as I examined

returns on value stocks in the past, they always outperformed when the leading CI

(composite index) was poised to bottom out with the exception of the period when the IT

bubble was about to collapse in 2000. I think this is because the earnings forecasts of

companies with low P/B ratios are likely to improve sharply at the cyclical bottom as their

profits tend to fluctuate wildly due to their characteristics such as low operating profit

margins.
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This theory runs counter to a common belief among investors. Finance textbooks argue that

you should invest in value stocks when interest rates are rising, as rising interest rates mean

higher discount rates, while recommending investments in growth stocks when interest rates

are declining. In addition, value stocks remind us of financial stocks including banking stocks in

Japan, leading to a guess that value stocks should outperform the benchmark when interest

rates are rising. However, I found no evidence of this assumption in historical data on policy

rates and bond yields. I believe this is because some value stocks are hit by rises in interest

rates. For example, housing/automotive sectors suffer losses by interest rate hikes as

consumers get loans to buy houses or automobiles, and high-yielding stocks including general

trading and electric power and gas likewise.

On the condition that the IT bubble doesn’t come back, I regard value stocks in terms of PBR

as an attractive investment destination over the next few months considering that leading

indicators are likely to hit the bottom. Another tailwind for value stocks is that investors have

leaned toward growth stocks following lackluster performances of value stocks in terms of PBR

for more than a decade. This report may prompt you to discuss value stocks and post your

opinions on them. I myself will enjoy your discussions.
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